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Abstract 
The lon-optlcal scheme parameters of the wlde- 
aperture high-resolutlon Radloactlve Ion Beams 
Separator (RIBS) are presented. Wide angular 
and momentum :range (n=O”+lo, bP/P=r2%) keeping 
by RIBS. permits to provide full accumulation 
of nuclei wlt:h ultra small production cross- 
sections and subsequent high degree separation 
or radloactive Ions Irom Intensive beam or 
bombarding particles. Two-stage scheme with 
analyzing magnets and electrostatic aeparator 
will be used ror separatlon of the basic 
lsotopes rrom background Ions. 

As a first step the exlstlng transport 
line wlth analyzing magnet which has been 
inrstalled on cyclotron ror beam mono - 
chromatlzatlon will be used ITor separation or 
some radloactive lone. 

1. Des&n of RIBS. 

The RIBS was designed using the U-240 
cyclotron primary beams of light and heavy 
ions wlth energies of 70 MeV and 5-10 MeV/u 
respectively. Secondary beams of radloactlve 
isotopes can be produced via dlrrerent nIXlear 

reactions at the 10-100 w/cm2 targets. Light 
and middle exotic nuclei from 3H, up to 25Ne,, 
with magnetic rlgldity from 0.2 to 1 .8 Tm, 
which corresponds to energles 20-200 MeV, can 
be analyzed by the device. 

The location was determlned by the 
requirement to provlde experiments wlth 
radioactive beams at the experimental box N 1. 

The an.aly~lng stage of RIBS COnSlSt8 from 
two bendlng magnets, Quadrupole lenses, 
Electrostatic Separator (E/S 1 and Collimator 
(Ii& 1 ) . The Ml , M2 magnets using aa a 
rlgldlty rllter provide the accumulation of 

secondary beams, the deflection them at the 
60° In Ml and 36’ ln M2 and a spatlal 
separation from Incident beam. The using or 
spatially separated magnets wlth Quadrupole in 
between improves considerably the focusing 
properties of the derlecting system. 

The Ml, M2 magnets have such main 
parameters:l) The Radll of central trajectory 
are 150 cm; 2) The Inductlon of magnetic field 
In the median plane changes up to 1 .2 T, 3)The 
Height of vertical gap Is 5 cm. 4)The Width of 
the errectlve area 1s 14 cm. 

The particle envelopes are schematically 
presented for an horizontal emlttance of 70 x 
mm mr and for an vertical emlttance 50 fl; mm mr 
and beam spot 10 mm In Ilg.2. 

The solld lines Indicates the beam 
envelopes for the monochromatlc particles, the 
dashed lines lndlcates the ray ror the 
momentum deviation of 2% demonstrating that 
the maximum dlsperaion (+3.6 cm/%) Is reached 
at the L2 lens location. 

The lenses L2, L3 are adjusted to provide 
the parallel beam with Zero Dlsperslon at the 
Electrostatic Separator posltlon. The 
Quadrupoles L4, L5 following the E/S determine 
ion- optical condltlons at the focal plane 
where installed Collimator. 

In most cases basic and background lso topes 
wlth coincident magnetic rlgldlty can’t be 
separated by means of analyzing magnets only. 
The electrostatic separator provides an 
addltlonal rlltratlon according to the 
different velocities or thls lsotopes. 

The background nuclei cros3lng the 
Electrostatic Separator are vertically 
deviated from basic nuclei (Fig.3). For the 
280 cm dlsperslon at collimator position and 
AP/P=+ZR, the beam of P2’ have the horleontal 



size Xc0,=14 cm and the vertical size z&=2.5 
cm. The vertical separation angle between the 
background and basic Ion trajectories must be 
no less than 5 mrad to have distance between 
trajectories AZcol=3 cm for good resolution. 

The maln parameters of the Electrostatic 
Separator are: effectlve length - 1 OOcm , 
vertical ,@p - 10 cm, supplled voltage 2100 
kV, electric field - 20 kV/cm. To compensate 
the beam devlatlon In the electrlcal rleld, 
the magnetic field up to 0.12 T ln the ES 
working reglon was used. 

This scheme allows to provlde Independently 
tuning of the momentum spread and flltratlon 
coefficient of basic Ions and background 
admixtureEr because dlsperslon swelling of the 
beam and vertical devlatlon in E/S taking 
place In the transverse planes. 

The ncrnll.near efrects substantially reduce 
the resolving power of the separator when the 
beam momentum spread 1s larger than 21%. In 

flg.3 the beam cross-sections of “F and 2”F 
isotopes ln Collimator posltlon are presented. 
One can see that the beam spot will be eloped 
and distorted and the effective vertical 
cross-section on the collimator will Increase 
from 2 cm up to 4 cm. 
Ions with the same ratlo A/Z but different 
momentum will be devlated In electrostatic 
Ileld on addltlonal angle which depended on 
magnitude and sign of the momentum devlatlon 
rrom equlllbrlum value. The slope angle arlses 
and the gap between Isotopes decreases 
with lncreaslng of secondary ion mass. 

For ellmlnatlon of chromatic aberrations 
caused by E/S will be used sloplng slit 
with changing of angle for different nuclei. 

The matching stage of RIBS (don’t shown 
on the fig.1 1 conalsts rrom synrme trlcal 
trlplet which forma double crossover wlth Zero 
Dlsperslon on the experimental device. 

YYTarget hall 

Flg.l.Layout of the Radioactive Beam Separator (RIBS) 
Ml-bending -eta, Li-quadrupoles,E/S-electrostatic 
separator, T- targets, Col-collimetor, Sl-slit. 
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Fig.2. The horizontal (x1, vertical (zl and 
dispersion envelopes of the RIBS: solid 
lines- contours of the monochromatic beam, 
dashed lines - ray of the beam with 
momentum devlatlon 6P/P=2% . 
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2. Yonochromator~ 

As a flrst step of radioactive nuclei 
experlmenta the 270’ analyzing magnet with 
Radius of central trajectory 2 m ~111 be used. 
Now this device working aa Monochromator of 
the primary beams. Target will be Installed on 
distance 3.36 m or 0.90 m ln rront of entrance 
of Monochromator and after A/Z separation will 
be transport to Experimental box N 1 (dashed 
lines on fig.1 ). The E/S ~111 be Installed 
after Quadrupoles L3A, L3B at position where 
the beam is parallel in two planes and 
Dlsperslon equal Zero, 

The radial gradlent of magnetic field Is 
provided by quadrupole coils and determlned by 
the requirements to transmit without losses to 
experimental target the secondary beam with 
maxm emlttance (50 n; mm mr) and momentum 
range 0P/P=r2% . 

Compensation of the second-order aber- 
rations ~111 be achieved by two Independently 
tuning sextupole lenses. 

3, Conclusion 

The Radloactlve Ion Beam Separator Is 
supposed to use for the lnvestigiitlons of 
nuclear reactlons wlth the 1mt exotic 
nuclei. In the future, the RIBS can be used 
for the production and subsequent tranamlaslon 
of Radloactlve Ions In the Heavy Ion Storage 
Ring. Their electron cooling, accumulation and 
acceleration to the energies 3-300 MeV/u will 
be done In the Storage Ring. 
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